2015-2016
Annual Celebration & Awards Convocation
Friday, April 29, 2016
Brown Auditorium
Welcome........................................................................................................... DR. MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
                                                          PRESIDENT

Introduction of Honoree ................................................................. MS. AMANDA GUTIERREZ
                                                             VICE PRESIDENT FOR AUTO RESTORATION

Presentation of Honorary Degree to Mr. Paul Russell .......... DR. MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
                                                          DR. BRUCE CLARY
                                                          VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Technology Department-Auto Restoration Program ........ MS. AMANDA GUTIERREZ

  Jay Leno/Autoweek Scholar
  Paul Russell Award for Excellence
  Julian “Pop” Rice Award

Business ................................................................................................. PROF. ROD GIESELMAN
                                                          ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS

  Outstanding Business Student Award

Curriculum & Instruction............................................................. DR. SHANE KIRCHNER
                                                          ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION

  Teachers of Promise - Lisa Goering, Brooke Voorhees
  Model Educators - Kayla Burke, Cami Engelbert

History & Politics ........................................................................... DR. KEN YOHN
                                                          PROFESSOR OF HISTORY

  Leland L. Lengel Memorial Scholarship in History
  History & Politics Best Senior Thesis Award
  Phi Alpha Theta, History Honor Society

Natural Science ............................................................................. DR. ALLAN van ASSEL T
                                                          PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

  CRC Press First-Year Chemistry Achievement Award
  Natural Science Research Awards

Behavioral Sciences ..................................................................... DR. BRYAN MIDGLEY
                                                          ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY

  Outstanding Behavioral Sciences Students - Amanda Darrow,
  Simone Donaldson, Shannon Popp, Rea Samuels
  Conference Presentation Award - Carmen Carranza

Lambda Pi Eta, Communication Honor Society....................... DR. BECKI BOWMAN
                                                          ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION
Visual Arts

Excellence in a Competitive Exhibition
Wichita AIGA Student Portfolio Forum - Nathan Holthus

McPherson College Juried Student Exhibition - Scott Bullis, Chloe Cloud, Monica Ewy, Melicia Foster-Evans, Nora Grosbach, Dani Jacks, Lisa Koehn, Kaleena Nelson, Ste’fon Walker
42nd Annual Prairie Art Exhibition - Melicia Foster-Evans
Competitive Exhibition - Chloe Cloud, Monica Ewy, Arellyn Fallis, Nora Grosbach, Dani Jacks, Lisa Koehn, Nick Lechner

Physical Education

Outstanding Physical Education Major

Athletics

Female Athlete of the Year
Male Athlete of the Year

Campus Ministry

Outstanding Achievement in Ministry - Tiffany Fraser, Alia Khalidi

Service

Outstanding Achievement in Service - Liz Lindsey

Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges

Miranda Clark Ulrich, Tyler Henning, Ashley Frankenbery Long, Dixon Cooney, Austin Hiebert, Daniel May, James Covel, Addie Johnson, Crystal Osner, Lisa Goering, Alia Khalidi, Rea Samuels

Professor of the Year Award

Staff Person of the Year Award

Student Government Association

2015-2016 Video, Multimedia Presentation

Conclusion

Dr. Allan van Assett

Ms. Jennifer Jensen

Mr. Rick Tuxhorn

Ms. Chantelle Theron

Mr. Austin Hiebert

Mr. Nick Greenway, ’16

Dr. Michael Schneider
Mr. Paul Russell grew up in Andover, Massachusetts. When he was 16 years old, he went for a ride in his friend's bug-eyed Austin Healey Sprite and his interest in cars was sparked.

After studying at the Coast Guard Academy, Mr. Russell went to work for a local Mercedes-Benz repair shop. He soon noticed that, without a strong business background, a great technician can struggle financially while trying to run a shop. He started taking business administration courses in his spare time and continued this practice for many years, developing a keen business sense and a reputation for integrity in all dealings. In June of 1978 he opened his own workshop under the name of Gullwing Service Company, Inc., now in its 38th year doing business as Paul Russell and Company.

One of the early members on the National Advisory Board for Automotive Restoration at McPherson College, Mr. Russell has served on the board for 12 years and as chairman for the last three years. He was instrumental in advocating to move automotive restoration to a four-year bachelor’s degree and in helping MC to create a strong strategic plan for the program. He has also hosted numerous events to benefit the college. His focus is on giving students the opportunity to work hard and the education to be successful.

Mr. Russell has had a hand in multiple aspects of the collector car industry. His restorations of rare and significant historic vehicles – including marques like Mercedes-Benz and Ferrari – have won prestigious international awards. He also offers his expertise as a judge at major automotive shows and events and served as a guest curator for the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

In recognition of his invaluable service to McPherson College and the automotive endeavor, the college takes pride in conferring upon Mr. Paul Russell the honorary Doctorate of Applied Arts.

**Student Awards:**

**Champions of Character**
- Emily Warner - VB
- Kevin Ndongo - mScr
- Tiffany Fraser - wScr
- Michael Janzer - mXC
- Lauren Wankum - wXC
- Daniel May - FB
- Megan Acklin - wBB
- Kyle Lakin - mBB
- Michael Barrett - mT&F Indoor
- Chantelle Theron - wT&F Indoor
- Nadine Bguirian - wTen
- Hector Camillo Perales - mTen
- Cassandra Moreno - SB
- Dylan Fontenot - BSB
- Geoffrey Pugh - mT&F Outdoor
- Jasmine Benson - wT&F Outdoor

**KCAC 2nd Team All-Conference**
- Michael Janzer - mXC
- Laura Gibson - wXC
- Tyler Minney - mScr
- Perry Joseph - mT&F Indoor
- J’Moi Penn - mT&F Indoor
- Marlon Clayton - mT&F Indoor
- Dixon Cooney - mT&F Indoor
- DeShawn Pfeff - mT&F Indoor
- Demetres Greenwood - mT&F Indoor
- Chris Linnin - mT&F Indoor
- Austin Smith - mT&F Indoor
- Art Hop - mT&F Indoor
- Cole Calkins - mT&F Indoor
- Rea Samuels - wT&F Indoor
- Laura Gibson - wT&F Indoor
- Erika Doty - wT&F Indoor
- Aspen Anderson - wT&F Indoor
- Taylor Taini - wT&F Indoor
- Jasmine Helms - wT&F Indoor

**KCAC 3rd Team All-Conference**
- Michael Janzer - mXC
- Laura Gibson - wXC
- Tyler Minney - mScr
- Perry Joseph - mT&F Indoor
- J’Moi Penn - mT&F Indoor
- Marlon Clayton - mT&F Indoor
- Dixon Cooney - mT&F Indoor
- DeShawn Pfeff - mT&F Indoor
- Demetres Greenwood - mT&F Indoor
- Chris Linnin - mT&F Indoor
- Austin Smith - mT&F Indoor
- Art Hop - mT&F Indoor
- Cole Calkins - mT&F Indoor
- Rea Samuels - wT&F Indoor
- Laura Gibson - wT&F Indoor
- Erika Doty - wT&F Indoor
- Aspen Anderson - wT&F Indoor
- Taylor Taini - wT&F Indoor
- Jasmine Helms - wT&F Indoor

**KCAC 1st Team All-Conference**
- Dixon Cooney - mXC

**KCAC 2nd Team All-Conference**
- Braden Bush - FB
- Dalton Whitefield - FB
- Nick Torres - mScr
- Brayam De La Cruz - mScr
- Ivanna Moyer - wT&F Indoor
- Aspen Anderson - wT&F Indoor

**KCAC 3rd Team All-Conference**
- Chris Crook - mBB
- Bailey Brown - wBB

**CoSIDA Academic All-American**
- Bailey Brown - WBB

**NAIA Scholar Athlete**
- Bailey Brown - WBB
- Sunny Smart - WBB
- Dixon Cooney - mXC
- Miranda Clark Ulrich - wXC
Savana Cross - wXC
Erika Doty - wXC
Daniel May - FB
Trent Keller - mScr
Aaron Parrott - mScr
Kayla Burke - wScr
Heather Diamond - wScr
Alia Khalidi - wScr
Taryn Lee - VB
Macey Schlehuber - VB
Emily Warner - VB

NSCAA All-Region
Tyler Minney - mScr
Belen Villegas - wScr

*Spring athletic honors were not available at the time of printing

Co-curricular Activities:

Band
Shelby Augustine
Justin Cochran
Tim Couvillion
Austin Crosby
Chandler Dohe
Morgan Eaton
Nicholas Eggleston
Gregory Elvin
Susan Forgij
Jordan Henderson
Layne Higgins
Jennifer Jacobitz
Alaina Johnson
Jacob Kingsley
Ryan Kresky
Jill Miller
Paige Morris
Katie Paulson
Thomas Payne
Nicholas Powell
Alex Ramsier
Jasmine Regehr
Zuriel Reyes
Jacob San Martin
Kara Sawatzky
Jacob Scruggs
Winston Stauffer
Ethan Sugars
Laney Sutterby
Terra Tanuis
Jared Thurston
Micah Waugh
Joshua White
Ethan Winter
Evan Wojtkiewicz
Ethan Woodcock

Basketball-Men
Aaron Bachura
Austin Weber
Brady Eberhart
Brett Crist
Chris Crook
Chris Lowe
DeAndre Henson
Dee Roberts
Grant Barrett
Grant Raleigh
Jared Haury
Jared Whitten
Justin Wilfong
Kellen Watkins
Kyle Bowers
Kyle Lakin
Louis Parker III
Parkes Wolters
Reed Rowell
Ryan O’Hara
Taylor Ellison
Vincent Watts
Zuriel Reyes

Basketball-Women
Georgia Wilson
Amanda Allen
Ashton Bruner
Bailey Brown
Brooke Racette
Emily Whiteley
Georgia Smart
Kendal Kelly
Kristina Battle
Madison O’Brien
Megan Acklin
Megan James
Reagan McClellan
Scarlet Rodriguez
Sunny Smart

Business Club Board
Aaron Parrott – President
Daniel May – Vice President
Nathan Sticher – Vice President of Programming
Logan Schrag – Secretary
Aaron Bachura – Treasurer
Jared Haury – Historian

C.A.R.S. Club
Aaron Israel
Abigail Morgan
Adam Mashiah
Alex Ramsier
Andrew Cuffman
Andy Lindstrom
Anthony Falcone
Austin Dowler
Bobby Robertson
Brad Tastove
Brad Trudel
Brian McPherson
Caden Ary
Carlos Espinel
Cassandra Mason
Chad Goings
Charlie Weeks
Chris Hughes
Coye Savell
Graig Nelson
Dalton Whitfield
David Phillips
Davis Bint
Drew Reich
Dylan Reilly
Echo
Evan Woitkiewicz
Gary Kau
George Reid
Grant Cummings
Griffin Thomas
Jacob O’Gorman
Jacob San Martin
Jacob Scruggs
Jared Thurston
Jay Wagner
Jeffery Smith
Jeremiah Greene
Jonas Geisel
Julia Berger
Justin Smeltzer
Karl Moritz
Karl Timmerman
Lane Sutterby
Leighton Swearingen
Logan Gates
Lucas Jez
Mason Polston
Matthew Edmonds
Matthew Goist
Michael Kokmeyer
Miles McCormack
Mitchell Calvert
Nate Pore
Nathan Buckler
Nick Lechner
Oscar Vorhees
Peter Carnevali
Philip Reinhardt
Robert Kliewer
Ryan Frazier
Ryan Orscheln
Sam Harris
Samual Arant
Spencer Vibert
Tim Lydon
Tony Smith
Tyler Henning
William Bossa
Winston Stauffer
Zach Adams
Zach McClure
Zane Luekenga
Lauren Wankum
Miranda Clark Ulrich
Savana Cross
Taylor Dreiling

**Football**

Aaron Clark
Alwin Crawford
Anthony White
Ben Padilla
Blake Janes
Braden Bush
Bradley Campbell
Brandon Hadley
Brett Sykes
Caleb Ridgway
Calon Bibbs
Chaucsey Charles
Chris Linnin
Christian Johnston
Cole Calkins
Cole Collins
Collin French
Connor Dean
Dalton Whitfield
Daniel May
Daniel Musika
David Deramee
DeAvonte Doucet
Diego Cantu
Dikembe Husband
Dominic DeLuca
Dustin Bryant
Erik Corona
Greg Elvin
Isaac Murphy
Jackson Goodmiller
Jacob Palacios
Jacob Shreiner
Jaelon Barnes
Jake Weigel
JJ Aleman
Joseph Mooney
Justin Fagan
Kavoderic McIntyre
Kole Gray
Lakoda Di Mouro
Logan Anderson
Matt Maichel
Michael Baeza
Michael Rabara
Michael Ramos
Nathan Neidel
RJ Garza
Ryan Lakso
Ste’fon Walker
Tim Jones
Tyler Depperschmidt

**Choir**

Logan Anderson
Callie Atkins
Ashley Burch
Jacob Claycomb
Austen Crosby
Brittni Cain
Amanda Connell
Skyler Deviney
Chandler Dohe
Shaina Donaldson
Greggory Elvin
Roberto Garza
Lacey Garoutte
Tara Gladding
Aubrey Hollinger
Cara Hudson
Christopher Rakowski
Keva Jackson
Jennifer Jacobitz
Grant Tuttle
Andrea Kadeba
Elizabeth Lindsey
Whitney Murray
Nicole Neufeldt
Destiny Reid
Bailey Reinoehl
Malieque Tolbert
Benjamin Willkoff
Shaelah White
Collin Wright

**Cross Country - Men**

Casey Zimmerman
Dixon Cooney
Donald Bell
Felix Cervantes
Gavin Hightower
Gustavo Pelayo
Jerod Fuller
Jesse Freeman
Karl Timmeman
Kurt Katzdorn
Layne Higgins
Michael Janzer
Miguel Luna Sanchez

**Cross Country - Women**

Amalia Gehringer
Amanda Lolling
Damaje Markham
Erika Doty
Laura Gibson

**SGA Board**

President: Chantelle Theron
Vice President: Whitney Zimmerman
Secretary: Aly Hennager
Treasurer: Austin Hiebert
Senior Rep: Gabe Padilla
Junior Rep: Matthew Goist
Sophomore Rep: Andrea Kadeba
Freshman Reps: Abi Morgan
Off Campus: Daniel May
Metzler Rep: Roberto Garza
Dotzour Rep: Chantelle Theron
Bittinger Rep: Lea Steigal
Morrison Rep: Mitchell Harms
Baer/Harter Rep: Yann Kadeba
At large reps: Bailey McKinley and Ashley Long

**Resident Assistants**

James Covel
Caleb Hecker
John Jarvis
Kevin Ndongo
Justin Smelzter
Corey Taylor
Dalton Whitfield
Dixon Cooney
Nick Greenway
Molly Kelley
Chris Rakowski
Rea Samuels
Amy Stockton
Erika Doty
Alex Hennager
Addie Johnson
Emily Warner
Josh Hall
Austin Loomis
Austin Hiebert
Carson Clay

**SAB Members**

Amanda Lolling
Breann Stang
Caleb Hecker
Carson Clay
Collin Wright
John Jarvis
Joshua White
Landon Stang
Madison Conley

**Lambda Pi Eta, Eta Chi Chapter**

Lora Kirmer
Miranda Clark Ulrich
Johanna Hoffman
Rissa McNichols
Alaina Johnson
Daniel A. May
Marissa Patton
Tessa Szambecki

**Football**

Aaron Clark
Alwin Crawford
Anthony White
Ben Padilla
Blake Janes
Braden Bush
Bradley Campbell
Brandon Hadley
Brett Sykes
Caleb Ridgway
Calon Bibbs
Chaucsey Charles
Chris Linnin
Christian Johnston
Cole Calkins
Cole Collins
Collin French
Connor Dean
Dalton Whitfield
Daniel May
Daniel Musika
David Deramee
DeAvonte Doucet
Diego Cantu
Dikembe Husband
Dominic DeLuca
Dustin Bryant
Erik Corona
Greg Elvin
Isaac Murphy
Jackson Goodmiller
Jacob Palacios
Jacob Shreiner
Jaelon Barnes
Jake Weigel
JJ Aleman
Joseph Mooney
Justin Fagan
Kavoderic McIntyre
Kole Gray
Lakoda Di Mouro
Logan Anderson
Matt Maichel
Michael Baeza
Michael Rabara
Michael Ramos
Nathan Neidel
RJ Garza
Ryan Lakso
Ste’fon Walker
Tim Jones
Tyler Depperschmidt
Sigma Beta Delta
Bailey J Brown
Sarah E Borrowman
Cheyenne Ranae Browning
Donna L Clyborne
Tyler Henning
Ryan D Kresky
Taryn C Lee
Daniel May
Cassandra Kyss Moreno
Christian L Naillieux
Hector A Reyes
Courtney Postier
Courtney Schueren
Lindsay A Walker

Softball
Alex Yeoman
Amanda Connell
Amanda Darrow
Azaria Romero
Brittany Childs
Cassandra Moreno
Chelsea Conrad
Chevelle Komar
Emily Davis
Erica Almaraz
Jourden Masero
Katie Holmes
Katie Usdansky
Kayla Bourgeois
Linsey Kramer
Mallory Fowler
Samantha Harrity
Shelby Maycumber
Simone Donaldson
Sydney Lang
Torri Broers
Geoffrey Pugh
Gustavo Pelayo
Hunter Sury
J’Moi Penn
Jerod Fuller
Jesse Freeman
Jon Charles Williams
Jonathan Domínguez
Joseph Perry
Karl Timmerman
Kurt Katzdorn
Layne Higgins
Marlon Clayton
Michael Barrett
Michael Janzer
Miguel Isidro
Miguel Luna Sanchez
Quendarious Green
Ronnie Floyd
Thomas Payne
Tim Jones
Todge Ai Cooper

Soccer-Men
Aaron Parrott
Alex Garcia
Arthur Lamparter
Brandon Lang
Brayam De La Cruz
Christian Naillieux
Christopher Kelly
David Nobo
Elyse Munganga
Francis Fiemanwhele
Greg Roller
Jesus Pescador
Jonah Standlee
Jose Angulo
Kevin Ndongo
Logan Hartman
Miguel Isidro
Morgan Quintana
Nathan Stitcher
Nick Torres
Omar Perez
Richard Szabo
Sam Nobo
Tony Del Valle
Trent Keller
Tyler Minney
Valentin Ramirez
Yann Kadeba

Tennis - Men
Ahmed Lah lou
Gabriel Franca
Hector Carrillo Perales
Hugo Ball-Greene
Joan-Marc Fajula Rodriguez
Jose Maria Carrillo Reina
Juan Alejandro Jimenez
Kurt Burton
Leandro Neix
Puneet Dave
Rafael Bulnes
Robert Burrows
Timo Hoelzmann

Tennis-Women
Alexandra Moore
Deiah Curtis
Lea Striegel
Madison Hoffman
Morgan McIntosh
Nadine Baquiran
Nichole V orhess
Nikki Thornburg
Zoe Bouwmeester

Soccer-Women
Alexis Lynn
Ali Khalidhi
Allie Hicks
Amy Stockton
Belen Villegas
Berendez Velazquez
Bree Lyn Petty
Caitlyn Blaggrave
Cheyanne Smith
Cydney Lewis
Heather Diamond
Kayla Burke
Kayla Faust
Kelsey Eby
Kenna Elliott
Lacy Fry
Rhea Vale
Sheryl Evans
Tessa Armstrong
Tiffany Fraser

Track & Field/Indoor & Outdoor - Men
Aaron Vaughan
Akim Muhammad
Art Hop
Austin Smith
Blake Janes
Braden Hancock
Brant Wolters
Cale Walker
Casey Zimmerman
Chandler Dohe
Chris Linnin
Cole Calkins
Daniel May
Demetres Greenwood
DeShawn Pfeiff
Dixon Cooney
Felix Cervantes
Gavin Hightower

Track & Field/Indoor & Outdoor - Women
Aspen Anderson
Brooke Bush
Brooke Racette
Chantelle Theron
Damaie Markham
Erika Doty
Erin Hudson
Ivanna Moyer
Jasmine Benson
Jasmine Helms
Jorden Masero
Laura Gibson
Lauren Wankum
Miranda Clark Ulrich
Rea Samuels
Rebecca Hawkins
Takeia Smith
Taylor Dreiling
Taylor Tian

Volleyball
Alejandra Galindo
Alyssa Hinz
Devrie Sombers
Emily Warner
Jessica Sanders
Jill Johnson
Jocelyn Cochran
Keisha England
Lea Seiler
Lexi Kite
Luz Gonzalez
Maci Schlehuber
Maddy Linton
Megan Wierick
Micaela Dimit
Micah Murray
Molly Kelley
Rachel Harding
Reene Fredrickson
Rhianna Smith
Sadie Atkins
Sawyer Pittenger
Stephanie Romanowicz
Taryn Lee